
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

GES Energy Solutions LLP 

 

Established in the year 1985, we are the foremost manufacturer, engaged in offering a 

superb quality assortment of Voltage Stabilizer, Isolation Transformer, Phase converter and 

many more. With more than 20,000 installations across 20 states our brand demonstrates high 

quality, customer satisfaction and competitive pricing. To cater the growing energy needs in 

India, we have evolved ourselves as an energy solution provider taking utmost care in keeping 

our customers energy efficient. 

 

 PHASE CONVERTER: 

Phase Converter strives to set "The New Quality Standard" in providing world class phase 

conversion solutions. Phase Converters generate 3-phase electricity with an active hybrid generator 

which runs on single phase power. This technology is utilized to ensure the greatest possible return on 

your investment in terms of life span and energy consumption. 

Our phase converters are used internationally to power industrial 3-phase equipment with hi-

performance and consistent quality. Two Phase to Three Phase Convertors for Motors offered by us is 

high in performance, low on maintenance and is used in diverse industries and other areas. Widely used 

to reduce of breakdown of electrical equipment, our range is also suitable for saving energy and require 

low maintenance. 

SPECIFICATION: 

Input Voltage 380v - 480v 2phase 

Output Voltage 400v 3 Phase 

Application Motor 

Power Factor 0.9 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

SINGLE PHASE TO THREE PHASE CONVERTERS: 

Single phase to 3phase for motors offered by us is high in performance, low on maintenance 

and is used in diverse industries, textile motors and other areas. Widely used to reduce of breakdown 

of electrical equipment, our range is also suitable for saving energy and require low maintenance. 

BOOSTER: Standard converters for multi-motor applications. Motors will produce 100% 

nameplate torque. Continuously, up to 200% during start-up or excessive loads. One output socket. 

BOOSTER E: High performance converters for all single and multi-motor applications and all 

hard-start conditions. Motors will produce 100% of nameplate torque continuously and up to 600% 

during motor start-ups and excessive loads. Two output sockets. For all motor start-stop, reverse, hard-

start Conditions (metal lathes, wheel balancers, irrigation pumps, conveyors, elevators, refrigeration 

systems, compressors, deep submersible pumps, hydraulic systems. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Input Voltage 180v - 240v Single phase 

Output Voltage 415 V Three phase 

Application Motor Application 

Power Factor 0.9 

Phase Three Phase 

Power 3, 7.5, 20HP motor 

Current 34A 

 

TWO PHASES TO THREE PHASE CONVERTERS. 

We offering Phase converter to run the industrial motors, Agriculture pumps. This converter 

will work on 2-phase and also 3-pahse power. This converter can be used only for motors, pumps and 

cannot be used as single-phase supply. Three-phase power is not always available. To keep cost down, 

often only one phase is fed from a street transformer to a house. There are two options, if an industrial 

machine has to be connected. Installation cost for three-phase power lines may be high. Single to three- 

phase converters are another good solution. Phase convert two phase 415V into three phase 380V, 400V 

or 415V. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

BOOSTER: Standard converters for multi-motor applications. Motors will produce 100% nameplate 

torque, continuously, up to 200% during start-up or excessive loads. One output socket. 

BOOSTER E: High performance converters for all single and multi-motor applications and all hard-

start conditions. Motors will produce 100% of nameplate torque continuously and up to 600% during 

motor start-ups and excessive loads. Two output sockets. For all motor start-stop, reverse, hard-start 

conditions (metal lathes, wheel balancers, irrigation pumps, conveyors, elevators, refrigeration systems, 

compressors, deep submersible pumps, hydraulic systems. 

SPECIFICATION: 

Input Voltage 380v - 480v 2phase 380v - 480v 2phase 

Output Voltage 415v 3 phase 415v 3phase 

Application 45hp motor 

Power Factor 0.9 0.9 

 

 


